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We investigate the effect of phase randomness in Ising-type quantum networks. These networks model a
large class of physical systems. They describe micro- and nanostructures or arrays of optical elements such as
beam splitters~interferometers! or parameteric amplifiers. Most of these stuctures are promising candidates for
quantum information processing networks. We demonstrate that such systems exhibit two very distinct types of
behavior. For certain network configurations~parameters!, they show quantum localization similar to Anderson
localization whereas classical stochastic behavior is observed in other cases. We relate these findings to the
standard theory of quantum localization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Maturing of the techniques for controlling single-quantu
systems such as atoms, photons, or quantum dots has m
possible to design more complicated structures of these b
elements: quantum networks. Interesting examples of s
micro- and nanostructures are for instance thin wires use
atom guides@1#, trapped chains of atoms and ions@2#, or
structures grown on a substrate such as quantum dots@3# or
arrays of nanomagnets. Also optical elements such as b
splitters can be used to construct networks where interes
classical or quantum interference effects occur for class
beams and single photons, respectively@4#. Optical multi-
ports are extensively used in quantum optics, especiall
the manipulation, measurement, and detection of quan
states. Small networks are used for instance to measure
phase of light or to identify Bell states in quantum telep
tation schemes@5#. Medium-size optical networks could b
used to demonstrate elementary tasks of quantum compu
All these are among the first steps of laboratory demons
tions leading to quantum network engineering and finally
matured and scalable quantum technology. Due to these
sible applications investigations of quantum networks h
become topical.

In this paper, we consider a quantum network configu
tion which is perhaps the simplest nontrivial one: a netw
which realizes nearest-neighbor interactions by coupling
individual quantum systemspairwise. As a possible imple-
mentation one can think of light modes coupled together
an optical element, for example, a beam splitter or a m
coupler. The network is schematically presented in Fig.
Another common form of nearest-neighbor interaction
simulataneous interaction with many neighbors, like el
trons interacting with Coulomb interaction. Here, howev
we consider pairwise interaction which is typical for lig
modes, and for many quantum networks in general.

The network in Fig. 1 has an interesting and potentia
useful connection to the Ising model@6,7#. Interference ef-
fects are typical in this kind of network and have been
vestigated by many authors@8–11#. The Hamiltonian struc-
1050-2947/2002/65~5!/052110~7!/$20.00 65 0521
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ture of the network was studied in@12#. In this paper, we
consider the effect of randomness in such a network. R
domness in certain quantum systems is known to lead
intriguing effects such as Anderson localization and dyna
cal localization@15–17#. Also classical wave behavior com
bined with randomness can lead to localization, c.f. locali
tion of light @18,19#.

We can view the considered network also as a interfero
eter. The effects demonstrated can be understood as the r
of interferences between paths available for the excitation
the network. However, interferences are known to be v
fragile towards phase perturbations. We show that the typ
interference effects are modified or completely destroyed
randomness is introduced in the network.

The way in which the randomness enters the network
a profound effect on the behavior. Therefore we consider
basic variants of the network. First, a two-dimensional~2D!
network of the type shown in Fig. 1, with randomness
over the network. This means that along each connecting
between two interaction nodes, the phase~free-time evolu-

FIG. 1. A schematic presentation of the considered quan
network. The nodes are connected to their nearest neighbors.
boxes A and B denote the transformations performed at the no
they could correspond for instance to beam splitters in case o
optical realization.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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tion! is changed randomly within the possible range
^0,2p&. A corresponding physical system could be, for e
ample, a network of optical elements with phase fluctuati
arising from different optical lengths between the elemen
The fluctuations could be produced at will with pha
shifters to make systematic studies of the effect of rando
ness. Alternatively, our calculations can model undesi
phase fluctuations in optical networks and can be use
study the stability of interference effects in a complicat
interferometer. We show that in the random 2D network cl
sical stochastic diffusion is typical.

In the second configuration considered, the network m
els a 1D system. Now the basic unit of the network conta
fixed randomness. The basic unit is formed by the two c
umns ofA andB ~‘‘the motif’’ element for building the net-
work! in Fig. 1, and along the connecting lines between
columns the phase is adjusted arbitrarily, i.e., within
range of^0,2p&. In such a way we define a random mo
matrix. Then this very same basic unit is precisely repea
M times. The horizontal dimension of the network can n
be understood as time and the network actually models t
evolution in one dimension~the vertical dimension is the rea
space or a mode space!. Note that the configuration als
corresponds to a thin layer of material inside a cavity, wit
light pulse crossing it several times: the 1D propagation
now the spreading of the light along the material layer a
many cavity crossings. We show that randomness in the
type configuration leads to quantum localization.

We explain the different behavior of the two configur
tions by relating our observations to the standard theory
localization. The theory of Anderson localization and d
namical localization is often formulated considering t
properties of the Hamiltonian for the system of interest.
the quantum engineering context, the individual compone
of a more complicated network are described by a unit
transform. The transfer matrix for the total network is eas
obtained by simple multiplications of the transfer matric
corresponding to the individual elements, but to find out
Hamiltonian corresponding to the complex system is n
trivial if not impossible@12#. Therefore we find it of interes
to consider here the quantum localization problem by st
ing the theoretical description from the transfer matrices
the system. Transfer matrices@13#, as well as Green’s func
tions @14#, have been extensively applied to study Anders
localization. Transfer matrices in many of these studies or
nate from writing the Schro¨dinger equation as a differenc
equation and are used as a mathematical tool which rev
results via the theory of products of random matrices. In
case the product of transfer matrices reflects the fact tha
physical system is made of a combination of blocks wh
individually are described by some~lower-dimensional!
transfer matrices. The connection to the standard trans
matrix approach depends on the configuration we consi
and will be explained in detail in the following section.

Note that in the mathematical level, the unitary transfor
describing the network can also be understood as opera
performed in the computational space of a quantum co
puter. Thus, our investigations also relate to decoherence
fecting certain types of computational operations. Near
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neighbor coupling configurations have been considered
the quantum information context recently@20,21#.

In Sec. II we introduce the transfer matrix which is th
common starting point for both network configurations
interest. The first configuration, leading to classical diffusio
is considered in Sec. III, the second, showing localization
Sec. IV. Differences in the quantum behavior in these t
cases are explained with the theory of Anderson/dynam
localization in Sec. V. The conclusions are presented in S
VI.

II. THE TRANSFER MATRIX

The network we consider realizes the nearest-neigh
structure given in Fig. 1. Each element~box in the figure!
represents a 232 coupler, e.g., a beam splitter in case
optical networks. The whole network is build up by repeati
the motif structure consisting of a row of components A a
B, i.e., we use the outputs of the motif as the input for t
next layer. We assume periodic boundary conditions@6,7#.

The transfer matrix describing the motif unit has the fo

U53
A

0 0

0 0

•••

•••

0 0

0 0
A

A A �

A

4
33

B22 0 0 ••• B21

0

0
B

A B

�

B12 B11

4 , ~1!

where

A5F cosu sinu

2sinu cosuG , B5F cosf sinf

2sinf cosfG . ~2!

When the parametersu and f are real, Eq.~2! describes a
SU~2! network. Purely imaginaryu and f correspond to a
SU~1,1! network. Above, sin2x (x is u or f) gives the cou-
pling strengths of the elementary units used andN is the
number of the units in one layer. We will consider only th
case cos2x50.5. In optics, this corresponds to so-called b
anced beam splitters~or 3-dB couplers!.

The transfer matrixW of the whole network, in the cas
all motif structures are the same, is given as a power ofU,

W~M !5UM. ~3!

This can be understood as a 2D network where all the
tricesU are the same, or as a 1D system where the horizo
direction of the configuration represents discretized ti
0-2
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LOCALIZATION AND DIFFUSION IN ISING-TYPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 052110
evolution. In the latter case, whenU contains randomness
there is a certain connection to the transfer-matrix desc
tion of Anderson localization. E.g., in@13#, the 1D Schro¨-
dinger equation is discretized and a difference equatio
formed. Eigenfunctions of the system can then be obtai
from @cn11cn#T5Sn@c0c21#T, where cn are wave func-
tions corresponding to different~1D! lattice sites andSn is a
product of 232 random matricesSn5YnYn21•••Y0. Prop-
erties ofSn are used for calculating the eigenfunctions: in
one-dimensional random potential they are localized. In
case, we have instead of a 232 product of random matrice
a 2N3M one. Results corresponding to 1D propagation c
be obtained by choosing only one of the inputs of the n
work to be nonzero in the beginning. The matricesYn and
our matrices do not have any simple correspondence.
may guess, however, that the 1D propagation in our c
with randomness added, could also show localization si
the eigenfunctions in general are localized in a 1D rand
potential, as shown, e.g., in@13#. As a summary, there is
certain connection between the transfer-matrix approach
sented in@13# and our network configuration, but no straigh
forward mapping. We choose to apply a numerical appro
instead of one based on the theory of products of rand
matrices.

Apart from Eq. ~3!, the other possibility is that all the
motif structuresUi , i P@1,M # are different due to overal
randomness, then

W~M !5U1D1U2D2•••UM . ~4!

The matricesDi represent diagonal matrices giving the pha
uncertainities between the random motifs. Here,M can be
understood as the size (2N3M ) of the network in the case
of a 2D network, or as time when the network models
propagation.

An example of the typical interference behavior in co
plete absence of randomness is presented in Fig. 2. In
following we will show how this interference pattern
modified by different forms of randomness.

FIG. 2. A typical interference pattern in the case of no rando
ness in the network. The left picture shows the repetition of
motif structure of the network, the right the logarithm of the pro
ability P to find the photon at a particular outputn. We used 40
inputs and outputs. The horizontal axis shows the labels of
outputs, the vertical one the logarithm of the probability.
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III. RANDOM 2D NETWORK

We consider first a two-dimensional quantum netwo
with randomness. This corresponds to the total transfer
trix

W~M !5U1D1U2D2•••UM , ~5!

where Ui ,Di are all different. The randomness enters t
motif stuctures either via the individual quantum compone
A and B, or by having an extra random-phase shift mat
between the matrices containing theN componentsA andB.
For optical systems, the first case would correspond to h
ing fluctuations in the transmittivities of the beam splitte
the latter to random-phase shifts occuring in the opti
paths. Here we have analyzed phase randomness. The p
between all the connecting points change randomly wit
the ^0,2p& interval.

We study the behavior of the network by following th
propagation of an input state initially located at the input p
which is at the center of the network. To illustrate our resu
we fixed the number of network input ports to 40 whic
corresponds to 20 elements in one layer. As the initial s
we consider a single photon guided into the network fro
the 20th input port

uc~0!&5u0&1•••u0&19u1&20•••u0&40. ~6!

The spread of a photon given by this initial state in the n
work is shown in Fig. 3.

The plot shows the logarithm of the probability for th
photon to appear at the given output~given by the dots!.
Three choices forM are shown to illustrate how the distr
bution changes when the photon propagates in the netw
The largest value ofM equals ten; after ten layers the photo
hits the border of the network, then traversing just anot
motif layer the photon would be recycled back into the s
tem due to periodic boundary conditions. In calculating t
probability we have averaged over 1000 runs. The solid l
gives the least-squares fit to the calculated values to s
that the distribution follows a quadratic dependence.

As shown in Fig. 3, the quantum state in this netwo
behaves like a classical distribution, i.e., it spreads into
broad Gaussian at the outputs. Classical and quantum be
ior in this kind of network, in the absence of randomness
studied in@8–11#. Gaussian outputs were found in the cla
sical case@10# whereas complicated interference and rec
rence phenomena are typical in the quantum case. Our re
show that introducing randomness acts as decoherence w
reduces the quantum behavior to the classical one. In Se
we explain the results further in the light of the theory
localization considering random Hamiltonian matrices.

IV. PROPAGATION IN 1D: A THIN LAYER OF MATERIAL

Next we consider the situation where the transfer ma
of one motif structure of the network has the formUD,
whereD is a diagonal matrix withfixedrandomness, and th
total transfer matrix is simply

W~M !5~UD !M. ~7!

-
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e
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FIG. 3. The left picture shows the considere
network structure. AllUi are random because o
random phases introduced inside each mo
structure; in the figure these phases are rep
sented by the dotted arrows connecting the t
columns of the elements A. Additional random
phases are introduced in the layersDi between
each two motifs. The output distribution after te
layers is shown on the right. The dots represe
the actual output probabilities, the solid lin
shows the least-squares fit. The bottom p
shows the evolution of the distribution after fou
seven, and ten layers traversed. Note the cha
in the logarithmic~vertical! scale.

FIG. 4. The evolution of the output probabi
ity distribution for a network configuration
formed by repeating a fixed random motif. Th
top right plot shows the distribution after ten tra
versed motifs~dots!, compared to the correspond
ing least-squares fit. The evolution for differen
numbers of motifs is given by the three lowe
pairs of plots. They are forM55,10, M515,20,
andM540,80.
052110-4
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FIG. 5. The emergence of localization whe
the amount of randomness in the network is i
creased. The number of motifs isM510. The
interval of random phases changes from top
bottom and left to right as ^0,p/16&,
^0,p/8&, ^0,p/4&, ^0,p/2&, ^0,p&, and ^0,2p&.
The upper-left picture shows the almost unpe
turbed interference pattern appearing for ve
weak randomness, the lower-right picture the l
calized distribution in the case of strong random
ness.
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Physically this corresponds to quantum propagation in
dimension, or for example, a thin layer of material inside
cavity through which light makes several passages. The s
ation is illustrated in Fig. 4.

We consider the behavior of the same input as given in
previous section. Figure 4 shows that the distribution
comes exponentialy peaked at the input position 20. To
the emergence of this exponential localization we present
evolution of the initial photon distribution in dependence
the number of motifs traversed (M ).

We have found that the complicated interference patt
typical for the ideal network turns gradually into quantu
localization when the amount of randomness is increas
This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.

We compare the distributions atM510 for weak and
strong randomness. The strength of randomness is contr
by the extend to which the phases in the random diago
matrices can change, for instance, for weak randomness
within the interval^0,p/16& and for moderate randomnes
the interval would be larger̂0,p/4&. The main result is tha
we observe exponential localization for strong enough r
domness. This remarkable quantum feature will be explai
in Sec. V by making a connection to the standard theory
Anderson and dynamical localization.

Intermediate case: Extra noise in 1D propagation
or semirandom 2D network

As an intermediate case we consider a network with
transfer matrix

W~M !5UDD1UDD2UDD3•••, ~8!
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where Di are random and different from each other. T
matrix D is also random. Note that with allDi51, W(M )
would be the same as in the previous section, that is,
pected to lead to localization. This intermediate case mod
a network with phase fluctuations in between exactly sim
motif structures. Examples of this are an optical netwo
where the nearest-neighbor coupling could be essent
perfect but the path lengths in between two nearest-neigh
coupling layers fluctuate, or fluctuating cavity length in t
1D case of a layer of material in a cavity. In modeling 1
propagation, this is also a test of numerical stability of t
localization phenomenon when very small extra randomn
is introduced.

We now fix the amount of randomness in the matrixD
that appears repeatedly inW(M ) ~phases chosen betwee
^0,2p&), and vary the amount of randomness inDi . We
observe that for weak randomness inDi ~phases chosen be
tween ^0,0.1p&), the localization is preserved@note that in
this case we probably have approximately the situationW
;(UD)M#. For strong randomness~phases chosen betwee
^0,2p&) Gaussian diffusion is observed. This transition fro
localization into diffusion is illustrated in Fig. 6.

V. CONNECTION TO RANDOM HAMILTONIANS

The theory of Anderson and dynamical localization te
that exponential localization of the system eigenvectors,
consequently, of quantum wave packets, occurs when
system Hamiltonian is a random band-diagonal matrix@16#.
Band diagonality means that only a few neighboring si
~thinking in terms of a lattice! are coupled — in the Lloyd
model @16#, which is the simplest model showing localiza
tion, only the nearest neighbors are connected. Random
0-5
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FIG. 6. The transition from localization into
diffusion. The number of traversed motifs isM
510 ~top! andM520 ~bottom!. The left column
represents weak extra randomization~interval of
the Di phases onlŷ 0,0.1p&). The middle is an
intermediate regime with phases varyin
^0,0.1p&. The right column was calculated fo
phases randomly chosen from the interv
^0,2p&. In this case no localization is observed
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usually means that the energies of the sites, that is, the d
onal terms of the Hamiltonian, are randomly chosen acco
ing to a certain distribution. But randomness can equa
well appear in the off-diagonal couplings.

We describe the network of interest by a transfer ma
rather than a Hamiltonian. Connection between these tw
nontrivial to obtain for large networks, cf.@12#. But some
overall characteristics are easy to sketch. One motif struc
of our network clearly couples nearest neighbors, which c
responds to a HamiltonianHmoti f with only nearest-neighbo
coupling. In the case of 1D propagation, or a thin layer
material in a cavity, the total transfer matrix is

W~M !5UM5eiH moti fM. ~9!

The network sizeM can be interpreted as time, and th
Hamiltonian of the system is the one describing one m
structure: random and band diagonal. Therefore it is in
cordance with the theory of localization to observe an ex
nentially localized distribution at the output. The case w
overall randomness in a 2D network is completely differe
The total transfer matrix

W~M !5U1D1U2D2•••UM ~10!

can no longer be expressed as aM th power of a certain
band-diagonal Hamiltonian. By diagonalizingW(M ) one
can obtain the corresponding Hamiltonian, but it is clear t
it will not any more be band diagonal, but instead couplesM
neighbors. For largeM, the Hamiltonian approaches a fu
random matrix. It is known that for full random matrice
there is no localization@16#. Instead, we observe classica
type diffusion.
R
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered randomness and localization in a
cific quantum network which is characterized by neare
neighbor structure and has a relation to models of statis
mechanics with nearest-neighbor interaction. The phys
systems that can be modeled by such a network are fo
stance beam-splitter networks@4#, micro- and nanostructures
and networks of intersecting energy levels@11,22#. We
showed that in a 2D network with overall randomness,
quantum behavior was reduced to the classical one. In c
trast, in 1D propagation, or a system like a layer of mate
in a cavity, we observe exponential localization. An interm
diate case was showing a smooth transition between t
two completely different behaviors.

We relate our findings to the standard theory of locali
tion described by random Hamiltonians. Our discussion e
phasises the features which arise when the systems of i
est are described by a combination of the transfer matrice
the individual components rather than Hamiltonians. T
would be the natural approach in case of engineered quan
networks.
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